Risk and Compliance Management

This course covers the complimentary subjects of managing risk and compliance issues. It focuses on the skills and
knowledge required to manage risk in accordance with ISO31000 principles and guidelines and to identify and interpret the
range of external and internal compliance requirements and obligations that must be fulfilled by an organisation. It also covers
how to evaluate and review an organisation’s risk and compliance management system and how it is fulfilling its obligations
and responsibilities under compliance requirements.
The course has been designed to be consistent with the ISO31000 Risk Management standard and the ISO19600 Standard
for Compliance Management.
Learning Outcomes
At the end of this course, you will be able to:

Identify organisational operations subject to compliance requirements and establish risk context

Identify internal and external compliance requirements and risks relevant to the organisation

Interpret, analyse and prioritise compliance requirements and risks

Document and communicate compliance requirements

Select and implement treatment strategies Develop a compliance evaluation plan

Gather evaluation data using appropriate techniques

Analyse collected data and determine findings and outcomes

Document and disseminate evaluation outcomes and recommendations
Duration 2 days (available as both a public and ‘in house’ programme)
Introduction to ANDSAM Training
Partnering with

The New Zealand Quality College offers this course in partnership with ANDSAM Training, which provides training and
assessment services specialising in the development, implementation and auditing of management systems to meet a range
of organisational risk and compliance requirements.
Suitable for roles such as:

Chief Executives, senior managers with compliance responsibilities

Compliance Managers or members of compliance management teams within a larger organisation

Management system auditors carrying out compliance audits

Internal or external consultants providing advice on compliance management policies and systems

Those looking to move into a risk and compliance related role
Prerequisites Nil
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